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Golden Friends Newsletter
Dear Golden Friends,
As we approach the beginning of another
winter I am mindful of all that so many of you
have shared with us over the past 12 months.
Life has had its ups and downs for many of
you in all sorts of ways; health, wealth and
happiness being the recurring themes.
What never fails to astound me in my
conversations with our members is their
positivity and dogged determination to plough
through whatever life has thrown at them;
lockdown, serious illness, loneliness and
isolation as well as bereavement.

There is always laughter in many of our calls,
even when discussing how hard this whole
period of Covid has been for many of you.
I am proud and honoured to be working to help
assist Golden Friends when the need arises –
thank you for being such an amazing group of
people, and I look forward to speaking with
many more of you in the New Year.
Until next time, sending each and every Golden
Friend my personal best wishes for the coming
festive season and for the New Year.

Cathie
Mention in the Golden Friends Newsletter does not imply support or recommendation by Hospitality Action
Contact details: Cathie Brennan, Scheme Coordinator
Tel: 020 3004 5501

Follow us on twitter.com
@HospAction

Instagram
@hospitalityaction

For advice, support or to request an application form,
Tel: 0808 802 0282

Like us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/
HospitalityAction

linkedin.com/company/
hospitality-action

Address: 62 Britton Street, London EC1M 5UY
Email: GF@hospitalityaction.org.uk

News from HA
A message from CEO, Mark Lewis
We’re nearing the end of our first full year
under the shadow of Covid. I hope you’ve all
been able to settle into a daily living pattern
that keeps you safe and secure, but still allows
you to return to some of the pastimes that you
enjoy.
Isn’t it good news that the roll-out of the
booster jab is now well underway?
In London’s Clerkenwell, where the Hospitality
Action offices are located, the world is starting
to turn again: pubs and restaurants are trading,
Christmas decorations are up.
There’s something very reassuring in seeing
familiar traditions returning, as we continue to
deal with the effects of the pandemic.
We hope that you find a similar reassurance
in receiving our Newsletters. For each new
edition, my colleague Cathie looks to pull
together a blend of informative and enjoyable
articles. It’s our way of reaching out to you, and
saying “hello, how are you?”
At Hospitality Action, we’re all ready for the
festive break, after a busy year of raising
funds and awarding grants. Covid has hit the
hospitality industry particularly hard, and we’re
still inundated with requests from hospitality

households for financial support. More
recently, grant applicants have reported that
staying warm in the face of growing fuel costs
is a problem.
One person who no longer needs to worry
about staying warm, is a chef we were recently
able to help. He was living in a tent in a citycentre park and shoplifting for food when
we heard about him. Now he’s in rented
accommodation, no longer cold or hungry, and
beginning to rebuild his life.
I hope you, too, stay warm and well-fed
through the Christmas season.
If your ears are burning on Christmas Day, it’ll
be because the whole Hospitality Action team
will be raising a hearty toast to you from our
respective homes.
Happy Christmas from us all!
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Golden Friends
Thanks to all those of you who called to
report a birthday card had failed to arrive.
Whilst disappointing for those concerned,
this information has helped me to plot which
regions are experiencing postal delays and/or
non-delivery. Replacement cards are on the way
to all those who I have spoken with.

Birthday gift
While birthday cards continue to be hand written and posted, as you will be
aware, we have been unable to include the gift of chocolate with the card as
we had been able to do pre-Covid, as suppliers to the industry were affected
by the downturn in business and have been busy getting back on their feet
since restrictions were lifted and orders for supplies re-instated. We are in
communication with our previous supplier who we hope will be able to reinstate this generous donation in the New Year. Fingers crossed!

GF Newsletter
At the time of writing, the drive towards our final
mailing of 2021 is in full swing and, this year, there will
be two separate mailings; this Winter 2021/2022 edition
of the Newsletter and a separate mailing of Christmas
cards and a small gift for each of our members. Due
to the re-scheduling of Newsletter posting dates, you
can expect to receive the first edition of the 2022
Newsletter in March.

Christmas card and gift from HA
I am delighted to share with you, that due to the generosity
of our supporters, we are once again able to send you all a
little something for you to use to treat yourself along with our
annual Christmas card to members which this year is a
M&S Gift Card. The mailing of our Christmas cards is planned
for mid-December so if you fail to receive your Christmas
card and M&S gift card, please let us know so that we can
investigate – we would hate for you to miss out on receiving
this little treat.
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Fundraising and our Supporters
HA fundraising events
Since the outbreak of Covid-19 countless UK businesses, associations and individuals have
fundraised on our behalf. Here are just some of the innovative and wonderful things our supporters
have been up to recently:

1837 gin
Wild Knight Distillery, the award-winning Norfolk-based distillery, have
kindly launched a gin in our honour. Named “1837 Gin” (after the year we
were founded), £3 per bottle sold will be donated to our crucial work.
“1837 Gin” is a collaboration between Wild Knight and Norfolk Chef
and HA Ambassador, Charlie Hodson. Charlie said: “Since the launch of
Wild Knight Distillery, I’ve been lucky enough to have been their brand
ambassador, and I am so very proud that they have launched 1837 Gin in
support of Hospitality Action, a charity that stands tall and simply says
#wevegotyou, which for me means everything”.

Callooh Callay x Monkey Shoulder
We were thrilled to be the nominated charity of a special collaboration
between trendy Shoreditch bar Callooh Callay and Monkey Shoulder
Whisky. During London Cocktail Week we received all profits from sales
of limited edition co-branded baseball caps and a selection of scrumptious
cocktails including the “Curious George”, “Monkey Preacher” and “City of
Apes”, each one as delicious as the last!

Chairman’s Golf Day
After months of restrictions we were delighted to re-launch our in-person
events calendar with our long-standing Chairman’s Golf Day. Taking
place at Moor Park Golf Club, Rickmansworth on Tuesday 12th October
it was wonderful to see old friends and new for a fabulous day of golf,
fundraising and networking. Teams from Bartlett Mitchell, Bidfood,
CH&CO Group, Evolve Hospitality and many more all took part and
helped to raise a whopping £19,500.

Matt Davies
Super-supporter and HA Ambassador Matt Davies raised £2,700 by
taking to the stage as part of a Q&A at this autumn’s Stone Food & Drink
Festival in Staffordshire. The evening featured an appearance by fellow
Ambassador Niall Keating of Whatley Manor Hotel and Spa, Champion of
Champions on the BBC’s Great British Menu. Many thanks to them both
for going out of their way to raise funds and awareness.
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Fanny Houlette
Congratulations to Fanny Houlette who undertook an epic 30 days of
fundraising in honour of her late partner. Fanny ran or walked 10km every
single day in September and ended her personal challenge with a virtual
half marathon on October 8th. Heartfelt thanks to Fanny for thinking of us
and raising £1,650. Fanny says: “For me these challenges have helped me
with my own mental health especially through the pandemic. It’s about
being outside and exercising and I feel running helps me to keep fit in
body and in mind”.

Wine Caverns
The Wine Caverns exist to make great wine from around the world
accessible for everyone to discover and enjoy. Their team scours
vineyards around the globe to discover quality wines that each offer
something a little different, from the best rosé wine to the perfect
celebration bubbles. For the entire month of September, The Wine
Caverns donated 10% of all online sales to our work and raised £1,394 for
which we are truly grateful.

Walk for Calm
Back for a second year the sponsored “Walk for Calm” challenge event
was all about taking simple steps to promote wellbeing, get out in the
fresh air, move your body and take time to think, exercise, reflect and
energise. All ages and abilities were welcome to take part and participants
chose to either walk alone or as part of a hosted walk in either London,
Brighton, Bristol, Cardiff, Birmingham, Manchester and Edinburgh. Craig
Prentice, Founder of Walk for Calm, said: “There has never been a more
important time for people to come together in a fun way to increase
awareness of wellbeing and positive mental health.”

Looking back at 2021
It’s hard to believe another year has come to an end but what a year it’s
been. We’ve worked hard to help as many hospitality people as possible
keep food on the table and a roof over their head and we’re very thankful
to everyone who helped us along the way. Whether our supporters took
part in the virtual “30,000 Miles to Hell and Back” challenge, celebrated
National Hospitality Day or purchased a portion of “Invisible Chips” or a
copy of “Chefs at Home” we couldn’t be more appreciative.
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One of the standout achievements of the last twelve months has been our five treasured award
wins. Our first trophy at the beginning of September was the Special Award from Purple
Umbrella Awards which our CEO Mark collected on behalf of us all. Less than a week later we
were recognised at the prestigious Public Sector Catering Awards hosted at the London Hilton
Metropole where we received the Special Contribution Award in recognition of our efforts to
support the industry during the pandemic.
On the same night as these Awards we were honoured across town at The Charity Times
Awards, the ‘Oscars’ of the Charity sector, where we picked up the Digital Marketing Award for
our “Invisible Chips” fundraising campaign and the much coveted Charity of The Year Award.
Finally, in early November, we were awarded the Association of Charitable Organisations (ACO)
Campaign of the Year again for ‘Invisible Chips’.
These awards are validation of the fact that we’ve changed many thousands of hospitality lives for
the better through the pandemic and we are very thankful to everyone who has contributed to our
success.
Heartfelt thanks to everyone who has raised funds for us. Your fundraising has made the world of
difference to all those we support.

Support over the holiday period
We know only too well how the holiday period
can a difficult time for many of you. If you need
to talk to someone over the holiday period, or
need to request an application form for financial
assistance, please call our Helpline on 0808 802
0282. The Helpline is open 24/7 365 days a year.

Calling the Helpline will ensure your message
is passed on to the appropriate person on the
team as quickly as possible. Do not call the HA
mainline number, as this will not be manned
24/7. And, remember, always leave your name
and a contact telephone number and, if you
have one, an email address when you call.

The Hospitality Action Helpline – 0808 802 0282
Lines are open 24/7 365 days of the year and can be used should you need to:
• Chat to someone during the week or over the weekend about how you are feeling.
• Request a call back from the grants team regarding an application.
or supporting evidence that has been requested.
• Help with signposting to advice on a particular issue you may be facing.
• Leave a message out-of-hours or over the weekend for the Golden Friends
Scheme Co-Ordinator.
All calls to the helpline are free from UK landlines and most mobiles.
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Competition Time
Congratulations to Virginia Santos (London) who wins our £20 First Prize gift voucher, and to our
2nd Prize winners who will each receive a £10 gift voucher. Well done to you all!
Patricia Hewitt (Lancs)
Norah Scroggin (Aberdeen)
Christine Morris (N.Yorks)
Edward Briggs (Worcs)
John Kimber (Oxon)

Rocco Pensa (London)
Marjorie Burn (Middlesbrough)
Winifred Wicks (Cambs)
Edna Bradshaw( Lancs)
Linda Phillips (Nottingham)

For your chance to one of the prizes on offer, why not try you hand at this seasonal word search.
Good luck with finding all 27 hidden words.

BELLS
CANDLES
CANDYCANE
CARDS
CELEBRATE

CHIMNEY
CHRISTMAS
RUDOLPH
SANTA
SEASON

SLEIGH
STOCKING
TREE
WREATH
ELVES

FROSTY
GIFT
GIVING
GREETINGS
HOLIDAY

JOLLY
JOY
MERRY
MISTLETOE
NOEL

NORTH POLE
REINDEER

Entries should be returned to us marked ‘GF competitions’, Hospitality Action, 62 Britton
Street, London, EC1M 5UY to reach us no later than Friday 18th February 2022.
Good luck everyone!
Your full name
Your address
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Awareness days 2022
Walk Your Dog Month – January 1st to 31st
What better way to kick start your New Year Resolutions by
getting out in the great outdoors than by getting involved with
Walk Your Dog Month. With obvious health benefits for both
you and your dog(s), this awareness month is a great way to help
dust off the January blues, get out and about, meet other dog
walkers and improve your own and your dog’s wellbeing.
Walk Your Dog Month is a great opportunity to set yourself
some small targets to get out walking with your dog and
hopefully change your habits long term to the benefit of you
both. Have fun!

Dry January - January 1st to 31st
Dry January was established in 2013 by the UK charity Alcohol
Concern which has been driving the conversation about our
relationship with alcohol ever since; why we drink it, what is does
to us and how we can reduce the harm it causes. Taking part
in the campaign is a chance to ditch the excesses of the festive
period, reduce the waistline, and get into better physical shape
by giving up alcohol for a month.
With many, many studies undertaken around the benefits of
temporarily abstaining from drinking alcohol, this is a perfect
opportunity to undo some of the damage done to your body
(and wallet) throughout the festive season.

World Braille Day – January 4th
World Braille Day is celebrated every year on January 4th because it is Louis Braille’s birthday, the
inventor of braille! Louis was born in 1809 in France. He became blind after a childhood accident,
and when he was just 15 years old, he created the system we know today as braille, based on a
system of writing developed by Charles Barbier.
World Braille Day is a reminder of the importance of accessibility and
independence for those who are blind or visually-impaired. The reality is
that many everyday establishments — restaurants, banks, hospitals —
aren’t equipped with braille menus, statements or bills.
World Braille Day spreads awareness about braille and other
accessible forms of communication. On World Braille Day, let’s
remember that and do our part to make our workplaces more
accessible for everyone. For more information visit BrailleWorks
website at https://brailleworks.com/what-is-world-braille-day/
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Big Energy Saving Week – January 18th to 24th
Big Energy Saving Week is a national campaign to help people
cut their fuel bills and get all the financial support they are
entitled to.
The week focuses on raising public awareness of how to switch
energy supplier or tariff to get the best deal, access discounts
and make homes energy efficient. This is the 8th Big Energy
Saving Week and is a partnership between Citizens Advice,
the Energy Saving Trust and the Department of Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy with the support of numerous
organisations, charities and companies.
At the Citizens Advice website, https://www.citizensadvice.
org.uk/about-us/campaigns/current_campaigns/bigenergy-saving-week/, you can use the price comparison tool
to compare prices from different energy suppliers, or call the
Consumer Helpline on 03454 04 05 06 for energy advice.

Time to Talk Day – February 3rd
Following on from Blue Monday which is celebrated each January, Time To Talk Day aims to get
the nation talking and break the silence around mental health problems.
Mental health problems affect one in four of us yet people are still afraid to talk about it. For
people with mental health problems not being able to talk about how they are feeling it be one of
the worst parts of the illness. By getting people talking about mental health we can break down
stereotypes, improve relationships, aid recovery and take the stigma out of something that can
affect all of us at one or more times throughout our lives.

If you feel it would help to talk to
someone about anything that is affecting
your mental health, support is available
through the Hospitality Action Helpline
on 0808 802 0282. Lines are open 24/7
365 days of the year.
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Health and Wellbeing - keep warm this Winter

Who is most at risk from cold weather?

Sources of help with heating costs

• people aged 65 and older

With many older people concerned about rising
fuel bills over the coming Winter months, now
would be a good time to check to see if you
are eligible for financial and practical help with
heating your home. Grants available include:

• people on a low income (who cannot afford
heating)
• people who have a long-term health condition
• people with a disability
• people who have a mental health condition
Follow these simple tips to keep warm and
well at home:
• if you’re not very mobile, are 65 or over, or
have a health condition, such as heart or lung
disease, you should heat your home to at
least 18C
• keep your bedroom at 18C all night if you can
– and keep bedroom windows closed
• if you’re under 65, healthy and active, you can
safely have your home cooler than 18C, as
long as you’re comfortable
• use a hot water bottle or electric blanket to
keep warm in bed – but do not use both at the
same time
• have at least 1 hot meal a day – eating
regularly helps keep you warm
• have regular hot drinks throughout the day
• draw curtains at dusk and keep doors closed
to block out draughts
• get your heating system checked regularly by
a qualified professional
10

• HA’s Winter Fuel Grant (turn to the back
page for information on eligibility)
• The Winter Fuel Payment – this is an annual
payment to help with heating costs. Eligibility
criteria can be found on the Gov.uk website at
https://www.gov.uk/winter-fuel-payment
• The Cold Weather Payment - extra money
for people receiving certain benefits during
cold weather. Eligibility criteria can be found
on the Gov.uk website at https://www.gov.
uk/cold-weather-payment
• For information on how to reduce your bills
and make your home more energy efficient, go
to the government’s Simple Energy Website at
https://www.simpleenergyadvice.org.uk/,
or call the Simple Energy Advice helpline on
0800 444 202.

Health and Wellbeing - eat well this Winter
When winter calls, it’s very important that we all take care to have healthy nutritional meals to help
keep our bodies strong and to keep winter colds and flus at bay.
And, it’s important to keep an eye on your appetite. As we age, illness and the side-effects of
medication can impact on our appetite so we should always try and eat something, even if it’s small
snacks throughout the day instead of 3 main meals.
Here are some suggestions for healthy winter meals to help boost your immune system and ward
off Winter illnesses:

Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

Banana and oatmeal.
Bananas are the best kind
of superfood. Not only do
they promote healthy blood
pressure, but they also regulate
the heart rate, alleviate anxiety
and help with gastrointestinal
problems. And, oatmeal is
packed with nutrients. Together
they are a perfect combination
and a great way to kickstart the
day.

Soup. What could be more
comforting than soup! Add
cream, olive oil, pureed meats
or vegetables to cram a simple
soup with nutrients. The perfect
lunch for a cold winter’s day.

Salmon. Salmon is just one
cold water fish which is high
in omega-3 fatty acids. This
makes it good for the heart and
brain. Pair it with leafy greens
like spinach, kale or broccoli to
create not only a delicious and
nutritional meal, but one that
research suggests could help to
slow cognitive decline.

Boiled eggs. Not only are
boiled eggs filling, they also
contain a B vitamin called
choline. This improves the
memory and reduces stress,
making them a perfect
breakfast meal.
Berries with Greek yoghurt.
Berries and dark-skinned fruits
like blueberries, blackberries,
plums and cherries are bursting
with antioxidants. And, Greek
yoghurt contains protein,
digestion-friendly probiotics
and calcium and it’s also low
in sugar. Another perfect
choice for a healthy nutritional
breakfast.

Fish, cheese and nuts. As
we age, we often prefer
snacking to having a big meal
in the middle of the day, Fish,
cheese and nuts are all high in
protein and calories, as well as
being easy to pick on without
needing to get out the cutlery.
Sometimes, an easy option is
just what we need at lunchtime.
Turkey sandwich. Turkey
contains an amino acid called
tryptophan which, according
to research, may help the body
to counter low mood. Some
studies suggest Turkey could
also help to reduce anxiety too.
Although turkey is by no means
the only meat that contains
tryptophan, a turkey sandwich
is a great choice of food,
especially at Christmas when
there are sure to be leftovers!

Stews/casseroles. Lean meats
like chicken help to lower high
blood pressure. Chicken breast
is not only the leanest part of
a chicken, but also the highest
in protein! Make sure to add
plenty of fresh vegetables to
your stew/casserole to get
those vitamins in. Another
warming and comforting dish
to serve on a cold winter’s
evening.
And, remember, as well as
eating well, we should make
sure we are drinking about six
to eight glasses of water
a day.

Keep well this Winter.
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Gardening – outside
Not all winter gardening jobs need to be done outdoors in the freezing cold.
Some can be done in the shed, and some indoors.
Read on a for some ideas about some indoor and outdoor jobs
this winter:
• Tie back climbing plants
• Clean patios and decking

• Repair and maintain
boundary fences

• Plant and replant herbaceous
boarders

• Clear gutters on garden
buildings

• Mulch around trees, shrubs
and herbaceous perennials

• Order seeds and plug plants

• Take care of your gardening
tools

• Trim lawn edges

• Make your garden wildlife
friendly

• Prune trees and shrubs

• Prepare bird feeding stations

• Clean and tidy the
greenhouse

• Plant a new tree for the
New Year

Gardening – inside
Winter is typically gloomy and grey and getting outside into the garden is not for the faint hearted
during the colder months, while we wait for our gardens to burst into full bloom again next Spring,
there are plenty of colourful indoor houseplants to brighten up our homes this winter. And, did you
know that research has shown that having houseplants in our homes can help us feel calmer and
boost our general wellbeing too!

A-Z of colourful indoor houseplants
plants to brighten up your home in
Winter
Amaryllis - these tender plants originated in
Peru and South Africa, and were brought to
Europe in the 1700s.
Amaryllis plants produce large trumpetlike bloom in brilliant colours, making them
a cheerful addition to our home in winter.
You can expect one or two stems from each
Amaryllis bulb, although large bulbs can
produce three stems each and up to six exotic
blooms.
They do not do well in the cold, so should not
be placed on a chilly windowsill during the
winter and should be protected from frost so
to enjoy weeks of flowering blooms stand in
a sunny window spot in a warm room (ideally,
around 20 oC). With good care, the Amaryllis
can bloom for up to 75 years!
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Anthurium - a bright striking plant that will
make you look twice, with thick rubbery leaves
– which typically come in deep red or bright
white – will leave a lasting impression.
Anthuriums can produce up to six blooms per
year, with each bloom lasting between
two and three months. To help keep
its leaves and flowers glossy (and
stop its oxygen-releasing pores
from becoming blocked) wipe the
leaves with a damp cloth.
Anthuriums enjoy a warm
home and moist soil and
they appreciate being
misted with water
every now and then,
as this recreates
the humidity of the
tropical rainforest,
where they would usually
grow.

Azalea – an easy-to-care for plant, native to
Asia, Europe and North America, with flowers
that can deliver a huge burst of colour in shades
of red, pink, white, peach and lavender.
Azaleas produce flamboyant, frilled blooms
anytime between February and September, and
with the right care, their flowers will continue
looking lovely throughout the winter so it’s best
to keep these plants in a cool room in partial
shade, and mist them daily until their buds
start to show colour. They should also be kept
in moist (but never allow it to dry out), welldrained soil.
Although delicate and beautiful, they are
incredibly hardy, and can withstand freezing
temperatures, but will last well as long as they
are placed in a light and fairly cool position.
Avoid keeping them close to radiators, as this
could dry out the foliage and kill the plant. As
ericaceous plants they hate lime so try, where
possible, to water with rainwater.
Christmas cactus – an exotic-looking, prickly
plant that come in an array of beautiful shades
ranging from pure white to corals, pinks and
reds. Different species of this plant bloom
at different times of the year, including
between November and January, and make for
interesting houseplants. Their leaves are a deep
glossy green, and slightly spiky even when
they are not flowering.

Cyclamen - beautiful and hugely popular
plants, with heart-shaped marbled leaves. From
October to February they produce wonderful
ruffled petals in bright purple, pink, white and
red, making them the perfect plant to cheer up
your home.
Make sure they are planted in moist, welldrained soil, and kept away from direct
sunlight, and protected from frost. Room
temperature is best - anything above that will
be too hot and flowers will drop and the plant
will begin to fail. Avid placing on a windowsill,
especially when it’s frosty outside.
These beautiful plants don’t need to be watered
too often. Once a week is usually enough but be
sure the soil is kept moist, but not wet. Adding
some fertiliser at half strength once or twice a
month will encourage flower growth.
Hyacinths - well-known flowering plant that
come in shades of blue, pink, red, yellowcream, tangerine and white and give off an
intoxicating perfumed scent.
For best results place your Hyacinth in a cool,
bright spot. Remember to keep the compost
moist at all times but avoid overwatering as this
will case the flower bells to brown and decay.

Originating in the shady, humid
forests of Brazil, they naturally
prefer to be placed in a warm,
bright spot, but out of direct
sunlight.
Make sure your plant is kept in a pot with
adequate drainage, as water logged soil will
cause the roots to rot, and the plant to wilt.
The best time to water will depend on the
warmth of your home. But, as a general
rule it is best to let the top inch of soil dry
out before watering.
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Moth Orchid – make great winter houseplants
because they thrive in centrally heated rooms,
and are capable of producing flowers all
year round. What makes them striking is that
many of them have unique patterns – such
as mottling, stripes and splodges of colour.
Flower, which are attached to tall, thin, wiry
stems, come in a variety of stunning colours,
from pastel yellow to vibrant blue, through to
bright purple.

Peace lilies will thrive in most conditions and
likely to flower more in a brighter spot. If your
bathroom is fairly light then this could be the
perfect spot as they thrive in humidity.

Native to south eastern Asia and part of
Australia, Moth Orchids need to be kept in an
environment with a minimum temperature of
16C, as they are tender, and will wilt and fade
otherwise.

Poinsettias - when we think of winter
flowering plants, we often think of the
poinsettias. Best known for their striking,
velvety red petals during December and
January and are ideal for bringing some
brightness and positivity to the home.

Avoid letting the roots dry out completely,
but don’t allow the plant to sit in water as this
will risk the roots rotting. When the plant is
flowering, add fertiliser when watering to help
spur growth.
Peace lilies - are elegant, ethereal plants,
that have large, glossy green leaves, and huge
fragrant white flowers, which are spoonshaped. These flowers can bloom in spring
and autumn, lasting for a couple of months
each time.
Across the years, peace lilies have been seen
as a symbol of peace, healing, purity and
hope. The big white flowers are synonymous
with the symbol of the white flag, which is
recognised all over the world, as a signal of
a truce.
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While they appreciate regular watering, they
are fairly resilient and can survive from missed
watering. Depending on how warm your home
is you should water them when the top inch of
the soil feels dry.

Poinsettias are relatively easy to care for, as
they can’t cope with cold so must be kept
away from draughts. They just need to be
watered when the soil is dry to the touch, but
don’t allow to sit in water. When you will need
to water will, again, depend on the warmth of
your home, and whether the plant sits near a
radiator or not.
When choosing a Poinsettia, always choose
a plant that has little yellow flowers, called
cyathia, in the centre so that it’s not past its
prime.
Choosing colourful indoor plants can help to
brighten up the gloomiest winter day.

Health and Wellbeing – Bird-Watching
While we may not want to venture out into the cold this winter, birds will be busy foraging for food
to build up their energy reserves to survive the cold nights and harsh winter weather so there will be
plenty of bird activity in your garden and around your local area.
The simple relaxing pastime of bird watching might be just the activity for you on those days when
heading out into the cold is the last thing you feel like doing.
An ideal activity that can be done from the warmth and comfort of our homes during Winter, and
one that can provide us with hours of entertainment as we study our feathered friends outside.
If bird watching is an activity that you would like to try, here are a few tips to help you get started so
that you get the most from your bird watching experience.
One of the first things bird watching beginners should do is to make a list of things to look for and
things to record, such as:
• where was the bird located?

• did it sing? If so, what did it sound like?

• what time of day did you spot the bird?

• what was the bird eating?

• what did the bird look like (size/colour/
patterns/colour of beak, etc)?

• what was the bird doing?

• was the bird alone, or with a flock of
other birds?

• how was it interacting with its
surrounds?
• how was it interacting with other birds?

Doing a little bit of research before you begin can help to give you an idea about the
types of birds you might be likely to see in your garden or local area, and what they
might be doing at this time of year.
While some birds reside in the UK all year round, others make seasonal visits –
travelling thousands of miles to and from different parts of the world.
You’ll be amazed at the number of different species that visit our gardens and once you
begin to identify one species of bird and come to understand how it interacts with its
surroundings, confidence will grow and you will soon be able to build up a wealth of
knowledge about the different species of birds, their behaviour and their habitat.
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Here are just some of the birds that are commonly
spotted in gardens and local parks during Winter:
Blackcaps

Blue Tits

Over the last 60 years, Blackcaps from central
Europe have increasingly spent their winters in
Britain, particularly the south and west, instead
of migrating further south to the Mediterranean.

Blue Tits, are easy to spot in Winter due to their
bright cerulean and yellow-green colouring.
Naturally woodland birds, but are attracted to
gardens that have dense planting where there
is an abundance of small insects. They are agile
birds that enjoy sunflower seeds and suet and
will use a nest box fixed to a tree.

An increase in bird feeders and warmer
winters are thought to be driving this change
in behaviour and so it is now possible to see
Blackcaps in your garden all year round.
Males have the eponymous Blackcap, whereas
females sport a chestnut quiff. For both, the rest
of their body is generally grey, with a lighter
underside. Males can be mistaken for Willow Tits
or Marsh Tits which also have black crowns, but
both species also have a black bib.
As natural garden fruit supply begins to runs low,
provide feeding stations rich in fat-based foods
like suet and sunflower seeds in your garden
and you will soon find Blackcaps making regular
visits.
During the Winter, following a decline in insects,
they can be found searching for Ivy berries.
They are also regular visitors to gardens with
bird feeders that contain sunflower seeds and
suet balls (and aren’t afraid to shoo other birds
off them).
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Blue Tits can often been seen on bird feeders
during the daylight hours consuming large
amounts to get them through cold winter nights,
and despite their tiny size they can easily eat up
to 30% of their body weight in food each day
often.
Aside from nuts and seeds on offer in bird
feeders, insects and spiders also make up a
tasty meal for the hungry Blue Tit. Strange as it
may appear, if a Blue Tit seems to be attacking
a window, or a wall, it’s probably just hunting
for food around the frame or buried between
brickwork.
In Winter, Blue Tits and other tit species including Great Tits, Coal Tits and Long-tailed
Tits form flocks that travel together in search of
food.
To help them save energy when it gets really
cold, Blue Tits and other little birds will take
advantage of nesting boxes as a warmer place to
roost overnight.

Robin

Sparrows

The Robin is the most frequently spotted garden
bird and can be seen throughout the year, but
are most associated with Winter because of
their striking red breast, which is highly visible
when foliage is sparse.

House Sparrows are one of two sparrow species
seen in Britain’s gardens during Winter; the other
being the Tree Sparrow.

Unlike other songbirds which tend to sing in
spring, the Robins’ song is also heard year-round
and, despite their obvious appeal, Robins are
actually quite aggressive and highly territorial.
They use their voice to warn intruders to keep
away from their territory.
Although small, Robins are very broody; and
will usually start breeding in the New Year and
can then go on to produce up to five broods of
chicks a year.

Tree Sparrows are found predominantly
in the Midlands and southern and eastern
England, whereas the House Sparrow is found
more widely, apart from on Britain’s highest
mountains. Both can be seen all year round In
their respective ranges.
Just because a Sparrow is in a tree, it won’t
necessarily mean it is a Tree Sparrow. Tree and
House Sparrows can be distinguished by their
plumage. Although they may seem quite alike
there are key features to look out for.
Tree Sparrows are smaller than House Sparrows
and are identifiable by their chestnut-brown
crowns, white collar and black cheek spots.
House Sparrows have a grey crest and cheeks,
and are slightly dumpier. Both have unmarked
grey-buff underparts.
House Sparrows are very sociable birds, so they
often don’t feel the need to guard their territory.
They will, however, fiercely guard the entrance
to their nesting place – which is usually under
cover, and they’re notorious for nesting in roof
spaces.
House Sparrows tend to live in close proximity to
one another, so you will often see or hear several
sparrows together in a noisy flock; often bathing,
singing or chattering away. It’s also not unusual
to see them getting into noisy arguments with
their neighbours.
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Starlings

Wrens

Starlings can be found almost everywhere in the
UK except in parts of the Scottish Highlands. In
Winter, their numbers are boosted by migrating
Starlings from northern Europe who migrate
to the UK in Winter. The migration of these
European cousins creates enormous flocks of
these birds. When spring arrives, the European
birds return to the continent while our UK
residents return to their breeding areas.

Wrens are brown, dumpy, rounded birds, with
long legs and toes. They also have remarkably
loud singing voices, and are commonly heard in
the Dawn Chorus. (which occurs when birds sing
at the start of a new day between March and
July).

Their plumage is a glossy purple and green
sheen plumage. Although these wear away over
winter, Starlings are easily identifiable in Winter
by the addition of white speckles all over their
bodies.
Starlings gather in communal roosts at
dusk during Autumn and Winter, with up to
100,000 birds converging in one roost. Before
settling down for the night, Starlings perform
synchronised aerial acrobatics known as
murmurations. These can be seen in action
between November and February. Why they
perform this whirling, hypnotic dance in flight is
a mystery.
Starlings are noisy, social birds which feed
together during the day and they love to take
advantage of garden feeders and can easily
empty them at speed, particularly when a group
descend on a single station.

Often, Wrens are easy to spot because they
lead a very active lifestyle. Wren numbers often
decline in the Winter months, as they find it
difficult to tolerate freezing temperatures and a
lack of insects available.
They are most likely to nest in dense hedge or
climbers such as clematis, but will use an openfronted next box.

Wintertime can be fatal for all birds. Garden
feeding stations can provide a lifeline for our
feathered friends during Winter.
If you’re interested in finding out more about
garden birds that can be seen all year round,
including Wood Pigeons, Magpies and Jays, or
for more birds that can be spotted in Winter,
including Chaffinches, Blackbirds and Coal Tits
visit the Woodland Trust website at https://
www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/
Finally, if you find yourself getting the bug for
bird watching , why not take part in the RSPB’s
annual garden bird survey. Visit the RSPB
website for more details on how to get involved.
https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved/
activities/birdwatch/
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The Twelve Days of Christmas
Many of us will be familiar with The Twelve Days of Christmas. But, how many of us know the
historical context, origins or meaning of this traditional Christmas holiday classic?
Singing aside, there is actually a historical basis
for this traditional Christmas song. Christians
have historically celebrated a period of 12
days surrounding Christmas. The time period
starts and ends with two significant holidays:
Christmas on December 25th and the Epiphany
on January 6th.
Christians believe that the 12 days of Christmas
mark the amount of time it took after the
birth of Jesus for the wise men to travel
to Bethlehem for the Epiphany when they
recognized him as the son of God. Although,
it’s more likely the time period was part of the
early church’s effort to adapt pre-Christian
celebrations to help the ancient Europeans to
get through the long winter nights.
Though some believe that the song is French
in origin, the first print appearance features
in an English children’s book Mirth With-out
Mischief, which was published in 1780.
Most historians believe that the song started
out a memory-and-forfeit game in 1800s
England. These games were played by school
children, and the rules were simple. When
it was your turn, you had to repeat all the
previously sung lyrics, and add the next one. If
you couldn’t remember a verse, you owed your
opponent a “forfeit,” which was usually paid in
the form of a kiss or a sweet.

The current version of the song was written by
Frederic Austin in 1909 and encompasses both
the words as well as the tune most of us are
familiar with:

A Partridge in a Pear Tree,
Two Turtle Doves,
Three French Hens,
Four Calling Birds,
Five Golden Rings,
Six Geese A-laying,
Seven Swans A-swimming,
Eight Maids A-milking,
Nine ladies Dancing,
Ten Lords A-leaping,
Eleven Pipers Piping,
Twelve Drummers Drumming
If taken literally, it’s worth noting that by the
Twelfth day of Christmas, your ‘true love’ would
have given you 184 birds, 140 people (engaged
in milking, dancing, leaping, piping
as well as drumming!), 40
golden rings, and 12 pear
trees. Try gift-wrapping
all that!

In old songbook versions it is sometimes the
narrator’s mother, not a ‘true love’, who give the
lavish gifts described. Some old versions even
include gifts like “bears a-baiting” or “ships
a-sailing” that are not found in the modern day
version that we know today.
There may even be a misheard lyric where “four
calling birds” was probably originally intended
to be “colly” birds - a variation of the word
“colly” meant grimy or sooty in colour and may
actually referred to one of the most common
garden visitors, the blackbird.
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Outside in the Garden this Winter

Helping garden birds this Winter
Winter can be a tough time for small garden birds and they have to build up big
energy reserves to survive the cold nights and harsh winter weather.
Although food sources decline in winter, berries are still available and a good
source of food for many birds but competition for food will lead some species
of birds to struggle. Providing the right environment for birds to feed during the
winter months can significantly increase their chances of survival.

Prepare feeding stations
In Autumn and Winter, many birds will use garden feeders to stock up on food
before a long flight, or to help them stay warm during the cold nights. They will be
looking for food with higher fat content, so you can help by filling your bird feeder
with sunflower seeds and suet balls.
Hanging seed-feeders will attract the greatest number of bird species, including
Tits, Finches, House and Tree Sparrows.
But, not all birds like to feed on a bird table. Thrushes and Dunnocks prefer to feed
on the ground and can be found searching the autumn leaves for insects and grubs.
They love apples too, so in harsh Winter scatter chopped apples on the lawn.
Try filling half coconut shells with suet mixed with birdseed and hang in the
branches of hedges to attract Greenfinches, House Sparrows and Tits to feed.
To add some variety try making good quality bird cakes by mixing two-thirds of
birdseed, raisins, and grated cheese mixed with one-third melted lard. Once mixed,
pour the ingredients into a tray to set. When solid, place your bird cakes in shrubs
or fence post crevices to appeal to Tits, Nuthatches, Woodpeckers and Wrens.
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Keeping birds safe
• Keep bird tables and feeders away from
shrubs where cats can lurk ready to pounce.
And, remember it’s important to clean your
bird table regularly to prevent a build-up of
harmful bacteria.
• Food left out for birds must be cleared and
refreshed regularly so that it doesn’t become
contaminated – rotting seed is unhealthy!
And, always refresh water as well as food.
• Peanuts can be high in natural toxin that can
kill birds, so when purchasing always check to
make sure they are free from aflatoxin.
Avoid leaving out whole
peanuts on the bird table
as they can cause some
birds to choke and die.
• Nut feeders should be no smaller than
6mm to prevent damage to beaks, legs and
feet are best made of metal mesh.
• It’s worth noting that once you start to feed
birds they will come to reply on the food
supply so don’t stop suddenly. Better to make
a gradual reduction to encourage birds to
look elsewhere.

Keeping squirrels at bay
When you encourage birds into your
garden, you will also attract grey squirrels
too, who will scare off the birds and
rob the food for themselves. These
resourceful animals will quickly learn how
to get into the most inaccessible bird
feeders by chawing and chewing plastic
and wood casing. Remember – there is
nothing ‘squirrel proof’ about a squirrel
proof bird feeder!
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The Winter Solstice
Put simply, the Winter Solstice marks the
longest night and shortest day of the year, as
well as the official beginning of winter. This is
caused when the Earth’s axis tilts the furthest
away from the sun, giving less than 12 hours of
daylight to all locations north of the equator.
The December Solstice happens at the same
instant for everyone, everywhere on Earth. The
day after marks the beginning of longer days,
leading up to the Summer Solstice in June.
Whether the Winter Solstice marks the first
day of winter depends on who you ask, as
there are two types of winter: astronomical and
meteorological.
This year, astronomical Winter begins on
December 21st and ends on March 20th, 2022.

Meteorological Winter always begins on
December 1 and ends on February 28th (or
February 29th during leap years).
While astronomical Winters are determined by
the Earth’s orbit around the sun, meteorological
Winters are the three calendar months with the
lowest average temperatures. The Met Office
tends to use the meteorological definition of the
seasons.
The Winter Solstice happens every year when
the sun reaches its most southerly declination
of -23.4 degrees, when the North Pole is
tilted farthest away from the Sun, delivering
the fewest hours of sunlight of the year. The
opposite is true in the Southern Hemisphere
where dawn comes early, and dusk comes late.

Woodland species associated with the Winter Solstice
Many plants play an important role in many of our holiday traditions celebrating the season
surrounding the Winter Solstice.
In ancient times, Pagans used woodland species in rituals to ward off evil and bring hope and good
fortune. The Druids, Celts and Romans brought evergreens into their homes during Winter. They
believed their ability to keep their leaves was magical and assured the return of spring.
In Winter evergreen trees such as Pine, Fir, Juniper and Cedar were brought indoors and
woodland plants such as Holly, Ivy and Mistletoe were used to infuse and brighten dwellings.
This ancient tradition continues to the present day.
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Holly - in ancient cultures, the Holly tree
symbolized the waning sun as the Solstice
approached. Symbolizing the old solar year,
Holly is associated with the Holly King (a
precursor to Santa Claus) who is conquered by
the Oak King.
The Druids believed Holly’s evergreen nature
made it sacred and that it remained green
throughout Winter to keep the earth beautiful
at a time when deciduous trees shed their
leaves.
Ivy – Ivy and other greenery were originally
used in pre-Christian times to help celebrate
the Winter Solstice and ward off evil spirits and
to celebrate new growth.
Ivy is also associated with fidelity and loyalty
and is representative of the powerful bonds of
family and friendship.
Mistletoe – long associated with Winter
holiday traditions, Mistletoe is commonly used
as a Christmas decoration and is best known for
the tradition for ‘kissing’.
The Norsemen of old laid down their arms if
they met beneath a growth of Mistletoe, and
Druid elders performed rituals in which they
harvested Mistletoe, which was collected
and then fed to animals as it was thought to
guarantee their fertility.
Oak – in Celtic mythology the Oak King and the
Holly King were twins, pitted again each other
for supremacy. While the Holly King represents
darkness, decay and destruction. The Oak King,
on the other hand, represents light, growth and
expansion. In the telling of the tale, The Oak
King’s defeat of the Holly King at the Winter
Solstice represented the passing of the old
solar year.

The Feast of Juul – where we get the term
‘Yule’ from – was a pre-Christian festival
observed in Scandinavia at the time of the
Winter Solstice.
People would light fires to symbolise the heat
and light of the returning sun and a Juul (or
Yule) log would be brought into the home and
dropped in the hearth as a tribute to the Norse
god Thor. The present-day custom of lighting
a Yule log at Christmas is believed to have
originated in the bonfires associated with the
feast of Juul.
The log was burned until nothing but ash
remained. The ashes were then collected and
either strewn on the fields as fertiliser every
night until Twelfth Night or kept as a charm and
or as medicine.
The Yule Tree – or, Christmas tree, is a
decorated tree, usually an evergreen confier
such as Pine, Fir, Cedar, Juniper, or Spruce.
The tradition of the Yule Tree has its origins
in ancient civilizations in the Middle East,
Asia, and Europe. Germany is credited with
starting the Christmas tree tradition as we now
know it today in the 16th century when devout
Christians brought decorated trees into their
homes.
The tradition having flourished in Germany, the
custom spread to other European nations and
to North America in the 19th century.
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HA’s Winter Fuel Grant
We are delighted again to be able to open applications to our Winter Fuel Grant, a one-off
payment of £165 per household to help Golden Friends on low incomes with money towards
paying their winter fuel bills.
If you are not in receipt of a regular grant from Hospitality Action you can apply for a Winter Fuel Grant
from November 2021. To do so, simply complete and return the cut-off slip below. PLEASE NOTE: If
you are currently in receipt of a regular bi-monthly grant from Hospitality Action you do not need to
apply for the Winter Fuel Grant as you are automatically eligible and your grant will be released in
January 2022.
To qualify for the grant you must satisfy the following criteria:

• Live in your own home (not a nursing home/
residential care home or with family) and be
responsible for paying the fuel bill.
• Have no non-dependant members of your family
living with you (other than your spouse/partner).
• Have a total weekly income of no more than
£187.10/week (single) or £280.30/week (couple).
• Have limited savings—below £5,000 if you are
single and below £8,000 if you are a couple
If you meet all of the above criteria and would like
to apply for this grant please complete and return
the cut off slip below and send with a recent
full month’s bank statement/s showing all your
income and any savings.
Please note that we will be unable to process
your request for this grant if you do not send in
your recent bank statement/s from all of your
bank accounts.

If you qualify for the Winter Fuel Grant we will
then arrange for payment to be credited to your
bank account in late January 2022, for you to use
towards your next fuel bill. If your account cannot
accept an electronic payment we will contact you
to discuss options for payment.
If you fall outside the qualifying criteria detailed
above you can still apply for the Winter Fuel Grant
but you will need to request our full Winter Fuel
Grant application form to apply.
Applications for the Winter Fuel Grant can be
accepted from November 2021 until 31st March
2022 or until this fund is exhausted.

The Winter Fuel Grant is again
kindly sponsored by the Worshipful
Company of Innholders.

INNHOLDERS
COMPANY

Please tick each of the statements below to confirm your eligibility and complete your name and
address in the section below. Send this slip, together with a recent full month’s bank statement to:
Hospitality Action, 62 Britton Street, London, EC1M 5UY
I/we live in our own home (not a nursing home/residential care home/with family) and pay the fuel bill.
I/we have no non-dependant members of our family living with us (other than my spouse/partner).
I/we have a total weekly income of no more than £187.10 (single)/£280.30 (couple)/week.
I/we have savings below £5,000 (single)/£8,000 (couple).
I/we have not received a Winter Fuel Grant from another charity (not the DWP Winter Fuel Payment)
Name (BLOCK CAPITALS) 					Signature
Address
Post Code 					Telephone number
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Email							 Date

